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Abstract

In many decision problems the only information available about a random event

is expert opinion. The theory of imprecise probabilities, a generalization of

standard subjective probability, allows us to deal with such information. In

this paper the use of imprecise probabilities is discussed, with emphasis on

elicitation and combination of opinions and decision making, and some recent

results are briefly mentioned.
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1. Imprecise probabilities

We are concerned with an event A. We quantify a person's opinions about the

event in terms of betting behavior. A bet is defined such that the owner of

the bet receives 1 if A occurs, and 0 otherwise (expressed in some linear unit

of utility, where money may not be suitable; see Walley, 1991; sect. 2.2).

Your lower probability for event A, denoted by ~(A), is defined as the supre

mum of all prices against which you are willing to buy the bet; your upper

probability for event A, denoted by iP(A) , is defined as the infimum of all

prices against which you are willing to sell the bet. Here it is assumed that

you are only willing to buy or sell a bet if you expect profit. In the classi

cal theory of probability, with a subjective interpretation in terms of bet

ting behavior (De Finetti, 1974), ~(A)=iP(A) is assumed, implying that there

exists only one price at which you are indifferent between selling or buying

the bet, and you do not have the freedom to accept no bet for more prices. A

thorough fundamental theory of imprecise probabilities is built only on the

assumption of coherence, meaning that one is never willing to accept combina

tions of bets that incur sure loss (Walley, 1991).

An immediate consequence of the assumption of preclSlon is outlined by the

following example, due to Gardenfors and Sahlin (1982). Consider Miss Julie

who is invited to bet on the outcome of two different tennis matches. As re

gards match I she is very well-informed about the two players; she knows

everything about the results of their earlier matches, she has watched them

play several times, she is familiar with their present physical condition and

the setting of the match, etc. Given all this information, Miss Julie pre

dicts that it will be a very even match and that a mere chance will determine

the winner. In match II, she knows nothing whatsoever about the relative

strength of the contestants (she has not even heard their names before) and

she has no other information that is relevant for predicting the winner of the

match.

If pressed to evaluate precise probabilities of the various possible outcomes

of the matches, Miss Julie would say that in both matches, given the informa

tion she has, each of the players has a 50% chance of winning. In this situa

tion a strict Bayesian would say that Miss Julie should be willing to bet at

equal odds on one of the players winning in one of the matches if and only if

she is willing to place a similar bet in the other match. It seems, however,
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perfectly rational if Miss Julie decides -to bet on match I, but not on II.

This difference in her opinions about both matches should also be represented

by the quantified expression of her thoughts, which is not possible through

the use of precise probabilities. If probability is used as a language be

tween a Decision Maker (DM) and consulted experts (Cooke, 1991; French, 1986),

this restriction to precise probabilities leads to loss of essential informa

tion, since it is obvious that a DM interested in betting on the outcome of

the tennis matches I and II, who consults Miss Julie, should be aware of the

difference in her knowledge about these matches. When using the concept of

imprecise probabilities to describe her betting behavior, and thereby quanti

fying her opinions, Miss Julie could represent the difference between both

matches in a logical way, and the idea behind it is that she would be free to

bet if she was offered the possibility, and was not pressed.

With imprecision defined by ~(A)=P(A)-!(A), it seems quite reasonable to assu

me that ~(A)=l if and only if one has no information at all about A, and

~(A)=O if and only if one has perfect information about A, where of course A

may still be a random event. This makes clear that two kinds of uncertainty

play a role, stochastic uncertainty and uncertainty by lack of knowledge.

Theories of precise probability do not distinguish between these fundamentally

different kinds of uncertainty, for example, information measures related to

entropy (such as Shannon's) are always related to stochastic uncertainty. In

a theory of imprecise probabilities the amount of information can be related

to ~(A). Although this relation is very obvious, in literature no attention

has been paid to it so far, except by Walley (1991; sect. 5.3), who proposes,

on informal grounds, a measure of the amount of information about A:

I(A)=~(Arl-1. Coolen (1994) analyzes this relation further and provides a

theoretical foundation for Walley's I(A) , and proposes a theory of updating of

imprecise probabilities in the light of new information in which the relation

between imprecision and information, expressed through I(A) , plays a central

role.

Theories using imprecise probabilities are also known in robust Bayesian ana

lysis (Berger, 1990). Robust Bayes is fundamentally different to our concept

since the lower and upper probabilities do not have an interpretation as bet

ting behavior, and probability is assumed precise with bounds used only as

means for sensitivity analysis. Of course this can be a sensible way to per-
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form sensitivity analysis, but it hicks the essential and necessary relation

between imprecision and information.

So far we know of only one case-study using imprecise probabilities as main

concept, so not as a tool to perform sensitivity analysis, presented by Walley

and Campello de Souza (1990) in a decision analysis about the economic viabi

lity of solar heating systems in Brazil. In this case study imprecise proba

bilities are used to quantify opinions of several experts at one moment in

time, without attention to updating in the light of new information.

2. Bayesian decision theory with imprecise prior probabilities

Many decision problems of practical interest are too complex to ask an expert

to directly state the best decision, and this is the point where mathematical

modeling enters the framework. Lindley (1990) gives an overview of the Bayes

ian ideology of decision making in a brilliant discussion, leaving to us only

the task to present the generalization of allowing imprecise prior probabili

ties in decision making. An overview of important contributions and interes

ting ideas on decision making with imprecise probabilities is presented by

Walley (1991a; sect. 1.8).

Decision problems (Lindley, 1990) can, with a good deal of generality, be de

scribed as follows. Let X be the sample space of points x and E> the parameter

space of points a. These are connected by a probability density of X for a

given a. Let D be the decision space of points d, and L(d,a) the loss in se

lecting d when a obtains (we assume L(d,9)e lR for all d and 9). The Bayesian

approach uses a prior probability density 7t(9) over parameter space E> and

chooses as the optimum decision that d which minimizes the expected loss (if

such d exists):

EL(d Ix) = J L(d,a)7t(9 Ix)d9,

E>

(1)

where 7t(9 Ix) is the posterior probability density of a, given x, obtained by

Bayes' theorem. If no data x are available, the decision can be based on the

prior, in which case the optimum decision is that d which minimizes the expec

ted loss:
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EL(d) = I L(d,6)1t(6)d6.

e
(2)

Although in literature notation in terms of posteriors is often preferred

(e.g. Moreno and Pericchi, 1992), without loss of generality we use the form

2, since only the fact that there is some pdf for 6 is· of interest here, and

the posterior at one stage is just the prior for the next.

Generalizing the standard Bayesian concept to allow imprecise probabilities,

the assumption of a single pdf 1t(6) is replaced by assuming a class TI of pdf s

for 6. The expected loss for 1tE TI and dE Dis:

EL(d,1t) = I L(d,6)1t(6)d6.

e
(3)

For each decision dE D this leads to a set values of expected loss, denoted by:

&'f(d,TI) = {EL(d,1t) I1tE TI}. (4)

To choose an optimal decision an additional criterion is needed, by which

these sets &'f(d,TI) can be compared for all dE D. In this direction, two useful

characteristics of gf(d,TI) are the lower expected loss &'f(d,TI) and the upper

expected loss gf(d,TI):

&'f(d,TI) =inf &'f(d,TI);

&'f(d,TI) = sup &'f(d,TI).

(5)

(6)

Since the main goal is to minimize expected loss, d]ED is obviously preferred

to d2ED if &'f(dl'TI)<&'f(d2,TI). For other situations the preference is less

clear, although it seems reasonable that d] is also preferred to ~ if both

&'f(dl'TI)<&'f(d2,TI) and &'f(d],TI)<&'f(d2 ,TI). Walley (l991a; sect. 3.9.7) briefly

proposes a minimax rule as possible additional criterion, leading to the

choice of a decision dO with gf(dO,TI)~(d,TI) for all dE D, but Walley immedia

tely remarks that there does not seem to be any good reason to prefer this

rule to some other possibilities. In fact, it appears to be attractive to

confront the DM with the consequences of the lack of perfect information by

presenting a set of possible values of expected loss corresponding to each

possible decision, with no further distinction possible based on the current
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amount of information. For practical acceptance of a quantitative decision

theory it is better that lack of perfect information is reported by means of

imprecise expected loss than that an optimal decision is presented, based on

precise loss as the result of a classical Bayesian analysis, especially if one

has little information.

In this paper the loss function L(d,S) is assumed to be precisely known. If

this cannot be assumed, e.g. because some cost figures are not precisely

known, but it is known that !:(d,S)Q(d,S)Q(d,S), then generalization of a

decision theory based on comparison of possible decisions by g'.f(d,TI) and

g'.f(d,TI) is straightforward by determining g'.f(d,TI) corresponding to loss func

tion !:(d,S) and g'.f(d,TI) to L(d,S).

A mathematically attractive form for the class TI of pdfs is the intervals of

measures class (DeRobertis and Hartigan, 1981), also called the density ratio

class in the literature on robust Bayesian analysis (Berger, 1990), consisting

of all pdfs that are proportional to functions q with t(S)$;q(S)$;u(S) for all

S, where t and u are nonnegative functions. This class is attractive for im

precise prior probabilities in a Bayesian model for two reasons: Updating

becomes very simple (Perricchi and Walley, 1991) and g'.f(d,TI) and g'.f(d,TI) can

be derived in a few steps (Coolen, 1994) without calculation problems other

than those that appear in deriving EL(d,1t) for a single prior distribution 1t

(this has got much attention in Bayesian literature lately).

3. Implementation

For practical application of a theory of decision making based on expert

opinions, elicitation and combination of such opinions is of the utmost impor

tance. A natural problem for research in this area is that conclusions can

only be drawn after real world applications, for which much attention is

necessary by a multi disciplinary team of researchers, since not only mathema

tical but also psychological and communicational aspects play a very important

role. We have not yet been able to perform such a study, but as a first step

towards implementation of decision theory using imprecise probabilities we

discuss some powerful theoretical arguments about elicitation and combination,

in favor of this concept when compared to a theory using precise probabilities
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(Cooke, 1991). We conjecture that a decision theory using imprecise probabi

lities has more appeal to decision makers and consulted experts, and can play

an important role in convincing managers of the power of quantitative methods

as tools to assist them in making decisions under uncertainty.

Let us first regard combination of imprecise probabilities of Ke IN experts.

Suppose for event A expert It (1t=1,.. ,n) has assigned !.a.:(A)S"iP1t(A). From the

interpretation of imprecise probabilities in terms of betting behavior, two

rules for combination follow immediately (Walley, 1991; chA), with clear in

terpretation in terms of group betting behavior:

/

II

~/(A) =min ~(A);
It

~II(A) = max ~(A);
It

iJ:l(A) =max iPIt(A);
It

-II . - AIP (A) =mIn IPIt( ).
It

Combination by rule / implies that the group only accepts to buy or sell the

bet on A if each member of the group accepts it individually, so these numbers

indicate consensus. Combination by rule II implies that the group accepts to

buy or sell the bet on A if at least one member accepts this. It is easy to

see that rule / leads to coherent betting behavior, but rule II can lead to

incoherence since rt/(A»iPII(A) is possible: This indicates that there are

two members within the group who would be willing to exchange a bet on A at

prices between oI/(A) and rt/(A) , and thus there is obvious conflict between

the thoughts of these experts.

The results of combination by rules / and II represent facts of the opinions

of all members of the group that are important for a decision maker. Remark

that restriction to precise probabilities always leads to the situation that

two experts are willing to exchange bets, except if their probabilities are

identical. In literature much attention has been paid to combination of pre

cise probabilities (Cooke, 1991), but rules like / and II following from the

interpretations of probabilities do not exist.

Coolen (1994) proposes a third rule for combining imprecise probabilities by

means of weighted averages, which also leads to coherent group betting beha

vior with quite logical interpretation, especially from the decision maker's

point of view. Suppose the decision maker assigns weight wit to expert It, with
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III
TIl K

~. (A) = Lwk~(A);
k=1

Whereas rules I and II report important information, for practical decision

making rule III seems to be more promising and attractive, since rule I can

lead to very much imprecision and rule II to very little imprecision, or even

incoherent group betting behavior, and it seems in accordance with intuition

to express confidence in the expertise of different experts by weights and

combine their opinions linearly. To be able to use rule III in practice, re

search is needed on derivation of sensible weights w
k

' especially if new in

formation becomes available, which has not yet been presented in literature.

Perhaps some ideas on scoring rules from precise probability theory (Cooke,

1991) could be generalized, and it would also be of interest to look for non

linear combinations of weighted expert opinions.

Next we briefly discuss some relevant aspects of elicitation. Crucial for

success of elicitation is that the consulted expert should know for which goal

his knowledge is elicited, and must be willing to cooperate. Further, he

should not be asked to state his opinion about some phenomenon that is unfami

liar to him, such as unobservable parameters in a mathematical model. There

fore, we suggest to restrict discussion to observables. Because no test cases

have been performed, it is very hard to say anything more about the elicita

tion process, but Walley and Campello de Souza (1990) suggest to ask imprecise

cumulative distribution functions for the observable random variable of inte

rest, where the experts should be taught the betting interpretation of these

imprecise probabilities. This is an interesting area for research, with open

problems that need to be solved before the concept can be applied on large

scales.

If imprecise probabilities for some events of interest are gathered, these can

be combined, if necessary, and then we suggest to fit a Bayesian model such

that the imprecise predictive probabilities based on the model and the impre

cise priors fit well to the experts probabilities (Coolen, 1994). We believe

that this is the job of the mathematician, that is important since final deci-
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sions depend on the chosen model. The choice of a parametrical model, that is

necessary within the Bayesian concept, should get thorough attention, and

should be based on knowledge of the process which could also come from the

experts and Decision Maker.

A theory of imprecise probabilities might, for example,. be useful in reliabi

lity analysis, since quite often in reliability problems a lack of historical

or experimental data forces us to use expert opinion. Coolen and Newby (1993)

have introduced the above concept into this area, where often the variable of

interest is lifetime of equipment, whereas suitable parametrical models such

as the Weibull or lognormal distributions have parameters that are hard to

interpret, so indeed it seems best to concentrate on elicitation methods

through questions about the lifetime.

An example of possible application of the concept to an age-replacement model

for technical equipment is briefly discussed by Coolen (1994), but only after

real-world applications a new quantitative concept for assisting on decision

making can be evaluated.
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